By Elizabeth Dietzmann, JD

erritorial disputes between water systems seem to be
element of hostility to a challenging process, when the
on the rise across the country. Or maybe the cases
ultimate objective should be to do what is best for the
involving 7 U.S.C. 1096(b) are just more high profile
community at large, which is really defined as ALL the
because the stakes are higher. Nevertheless, assuming that
customers of BOTH entities.
both parties can put their political and personality conflicts
Obviously, there is one basic assumption that is the same
aside, there is no doubt that a conflict between a city and a
in every scenario. The municipality must be expanding its
rural water district is really an opportunity to work
boundaries into areas that are located within water district
cooperatively. It may not be easy,
boundaries or there wouldn’t even
but it CAN be done. More and more
be the need for a discussion! The
of these disputes seem to be over
tension between cities and water
The word “territory” adds an
new development; territorial
districts that underlies this
element of hostility to a
agreements are an excellent tool for
expansion is due to the inherent
handling new development.
differences between cities and water
challenging process, when
Recently, I found myself running
districts. Cities and water districts
the ultimate objective should
through the same preliminary
are two very different animals with
be to do what is best for the
territorial agreement questions with
very different obligations.
two different clients in two different
Generally, before the parties can get
community at large, which is
states on the same day, and it
into detailed discussions about the
really defined as ALL the
occurred to me that it might be
best way to accomplish the mutual
helpful to explore a framework for
goals of city expansion and water
customers of BOTH entities.
creating a territorial agreement. I
district revenue protection, both
also am requested to provide
sides need to understand one
“sample” territorial agreements and I always say that there
another and share information. The concept of walking in
is no such thing. Just like every 1926(b) case has unique
another man’s shoes is never more true than when dealing
facts, there is no “one size fits all” territorial agreement. A
with entities as different as a city and a water district. In the
document that has no relevance to their unique fact situation
middle of negotiations, I have often wished that the
is not much help to a city and a district who wonder where
governing bodies of both groups could trade places for even
to start discussions, so these questions may serve as a
one meeting (especially an annual budget meeting)! Then
jumping off point for that process. But first – let’s not call
they might have an appreciation for the different
them “territorial agreements” anymore. Try “joint service
responsibilities the other side faces.
agreement” or perhaps, “shared service agreement” or even
Yes, city expansion and water district revenue protection
“ service resolution agreement” – call it anything except
are generally the goals. Cities are multi-interest political
“territorial agreement”. The word “territory” adds an
subdivisions. They derive revenue from multiple sources
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and they provide multiple services.
provide service within the original
By their nature, they are committed
boundaries to all of the customers
Rarely will a water district
to growth, because growth equals an
who want it. That is an important
ever be able to provide
increase in tax revenue: property
background theme to keep in mind.
service to all the customers
taxes, school taxes, sales tax, hotel
Rarely will a water district ever be
taxes, etc. Historically, cities have
able to provide service to all the
who might want service. And
been in existence since there were
customers who might want service.
the corollary to that – water
first states, and cities are generally
And the corollary to that – water
perceived as the smallest unit of
districts do not have the power to
districts do not have the
government responsible for
force all customers to accept
power to force all customers
providing public services. Growth
service. Combine those two facts
also means that cities have to
with the geographic reality of
to accept service.
provide multiple services in these
serving customers who are sprawled
new areas and that everyone within
out over square miles as opposed to
the service area is required to accept service. Cities can also
city blocks, and you begin to see why water districts hold on
shift funds around within the city budget, especially the
tightly to profitable, clustered service areas that might
utility department budget, so that sewer service can
spring up along the city limits.
“subsidize” water service or vice versa. Cities may also
By their very nature, water districts are in a defensive
offer tax breaks or tax incentives to attract new development
position, because losing even one connection has a direct
or neighborhood improvement districts and tax increment
impact on the remaining users. Water districts were a purely
financing to upgrade infrastructure. Cities have more
artificial creation of state and federal law, designed to deal
revenue sources but they must also provide more services.
with a public health issue – clean drinking water. They have
Ask any city administrator and he/she will agree that “Grow
only a single revenue stream to support service to such
or Die” should be the universal city motto. The comparison
widely scattered customers. It is a skewed business model,
to sharks, which have to swim or die, is unfortunate but
which explains why the federal government had to subsidize
inevitable!
the creation of the original water districts with loans and
Rural water districts are single interest political
sometimes grants. This struggle to provide service created a
subdivisions (SIPS) which were first created by state law
conservative corporate culture which still exists today. At
and federal funding in the 1950’s and 1960’s in order to
their worst, water districts are reluctant to provide fireflow
provide potable water in rural areas. And not everyone is
even if they can do so. They still think that federal loans are
required to be members and users of the systems, so the
cheap money. They often do little if any comprehensive
users are paying directly for the water service versus all the
planning and rarely build infrastructure in anticipation of
residents within a district doing so. No tax incentives, no
future use. The boards sometimes act as if they have an
additional revenue sources, no monopoly. Historically,
inferiority complex and are unwilling to consider joint
water districts have not been in expansion mode, because it
projects with cities or purchasing water wholesale, even if it
is hard to justify expansion when a district can’t even
makes financial sense. They are often more reactive than
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Joint Service Agreements
proactive. Not only have water districts been geographically
isolated from cities, the pace of growth has been radically
different, with water districts traditionally expanding service
into an area only after careful consideration and available
funding.
So how do such divergent entities work together to
provide service in overlapping areas? Appreciating the
different perspective of each entity and working through the
following questions is a place to start. And in these tough
economic times, the over-riding question simply must be:
Can we AFFORD to fight over this, when we can set our
differences aside and work together more effectively to
address both the economic development and clean drinking
water issues in our COMMUNITY?

Here is a list of questions, which I will
discuss more fully:
■ Where’s the map?
■ Where is the projected or planned growth?
■ What else besides water service is going to be needed
and what is the status of the existing infrastructure?
■ What are the water sources?
■ How much does it cost to produce water? How much
does each charge for water? What is the actual profit
per thousand gallons?
■ Is there a federal loan or federally guaranteed loan?

Can we AFFORD to fight over this, when
we can set our differences aside and
work together more effectively to
address both the economic
development and clean drinking water
issues in our COMMUNITY?
Where’s the map?
In every joint service agreement I have worked on, this
becomes a pivotal issue. I have learned the hard way to ask
about maps sooner rather than later, just as I would if I was
handling 1926(b) litigation. It is rare that both parties have
up-to-date maps of their boundaries, and even if they do it is
highly unlikely that they are familiar with each other’s
boundaries. And I would bet the farm that no map exists
which identifies the overlap areas, that is the areas where the
city may have annexed land that lies within water district
boundaries. The decision by both parties to work together to
prepare the map is by itself an encouraging first step. And
the value of having a map which clearly illustrates the
overlap areas by superimposing both sets of boundaries on
one map is priceless. It allows both sides to clearly identify
existing service areas and also to identify future problems
before they arise. As much information as possible should
be included on the map. Wells, points of
interconnection or other sources, existing
distribution lines, city comprehensive zoning
and projected infrastructure development are
all useful information to include. An overlay
with assessor aerials or plats is also helpful,
so that undeveloped areas of land as well as
population concentrations can be easily
identified. I also incorporate the map into the
joint service agreement so that the intent of
the parties is clearly illustrated for future
boards to follow.

Where is the projected
or planned growth?
Once the map is created, it becomes very
easy to look at the map and identify not only
the existing overlap area but future overlap
areas. The pattern of projected growth
becomes very easy to identify and depending
on the situation, it becomes easy to identify
opportunities where the parties can work
together. A good joint service agreement
should deal with both the immediate overlap
area and future overlaps. It is usually a simple
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matter to look at the map and
What else besides water
identify gaps in infrastructure and
The capacity of
service is going to be
future water needs. Does the water
both parties to serve must
needed and what is the
district surround the city on three
also
be
evaluated,
as
well
as
status of the existing
sides? Even if there is only one
infrastructure?
the condition and design of
annexation that has caused an
overlap, it is obvious that ANY
the systems.
While the parties are looking at
expansion by the city will create
the map, they need to discuss what
potential future problems. One of
other services will be needed by
the goals of the joint service agreement should be to develop
customers in the overlap areas. This can be the starting point
a formula for addressing such expansion. Too often joint
for some joint service solutions. Will the uses be primarily
service agreements simply deal with the immediate overlap
residential, or will there be industrial or commercial uses?
issues and fail to create a template for dealing with future
Will fireflow be needed and if yes, what water pressure is
expansion. For example, if local geography will naturally
likely to be required? If for example, drinking water,
push residential development onto one side of town, and
fireflow and sewer is needed for a new development, and
there is a large tract of undeveloped land on that side of
the water district can provide enough water for drinking
town that lies within the water district, the parties should
water and fireflow, and the city can provide sewer, then
already be discussing a service strategy before there is a
maybe the water district should agree to upgrade the
developer pounding at the gates. If it IS common knowledge
distribution lines to provide for water as well as fireflow,
that a defense contractor may be building a new facility
and the city should provide sewer. This requires a change in
within several years and the only obvious available land is
perspective on both sides. The water district will have to
located within the water district, than the parties should do
agree to provide enough water for fireflow, and the city will
contingency planning now, before there is any pressure from
have to agree to provide sewer only. This is exactly what
politicians or developers.
happened in one community, and the parties even went so
far as to enter into a shut-off agreement and a billing
agreement. In that situation, the water district agreed to
handle the sewer billing for the city and the residential
customers in the new developments became water district
customers.
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If a water district cannot provide capacity for fireflow,
What are the water sources?
than an approach that allows the city to serve, but the
This seems like an obvious question, but if one party
water district to receive a payment per connection and/or a
sells the other party water, then any joint service agreement
percentage of the profits may be in
needs to consider this factor. Sadly
order. The capacity of both parties to
some of the most bitter disputes I have
serve must also be evaluated, as well
seen involve situations like this. That’s
The
city
is
already
as the condition and design of the
very regrettable.
systems. If a water district and a city
making a profit and the
If the water district buys some or all
want to work together to serve an area
water district should be
of its water from a city, the parties
of new development but one provides
need to add this fact to the mix because
allowed to serve the
better water quality than the other,
this makes it even easier to come up
then alternatives must be considered.
new development.
with a joint service agreement. There is
In such a scenario, the parties
some sort of wholesale agreement in
ultimately agreed to detach the area in
place, so the two water systems must
question (a small subdivision) from
be compatible technologically, and there is probably no
the water district in exchange for a transfer of ownership
need to fight over customers. The city is already making a
of land for a new well site from the city to the water
profit and the water district should be allowed to serve the
district. The parties also agreed that in other areas where
new development. The more water the water district uses,
the water district had the infrastructure to serve residential
the better for the city. It should be easier for the parties to
growth, it would do so, but the city would be allowed to
work cooperatively together on sewer and fireflow issues,
serve commercial users, such as a new prison. The
once the issue of profit from water sales is off the table. It
community was competing with other communities for the
may also be that the parties should consider entering into a
prison, and the state was requiring both high quality water
wholesale water agreement. In one scenario, the water
and massive fireflow capacity. In order to make the
district weighed the cost of building a new well and
community competitive, the parties wanted to avoid
standpipe against allowing the city to serve a new
conflict and present a united front. The water district also
subdivision that needed water immediately. As part of the
realized that a new prison would mean new housing for
deal, the city agreed to enter into a long-term water contract
employees, and that the water district would benefit from
so that the water district did not have to install a second
the growth.
well. The cost savings to the water district was substantial
compared to the income lost from the subdivision and the
water district was then able to divert funds to
its distribution projects – so that it could use
the city water to serve future development.
The city gained a large wholesale water
customer as well as an emergency
interconnect, which it had been under
pressure from state regulators to develop.

How much does it cost to produce
water? How much does each
charge for water? What is the
actual profit per thousand gallons?
This can be one of the biggest stumbling
blocks to overcome in negotiations. Yes,
historically, water district rates are higher
than city rates because of the sprawling
infrastructure and lack of economies of scale.
But all too often the parties have not
calculated the exact cost of providing service
and what portion of that price is true profit.
Like it or not, in many cases, water districts
have a low profit margin, even though the
rates may be higher. And cities may make
more off of water sales, even though their
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rates are lower. That provides a built-in driver for the
parties to come up with a reasonable formula that will
compensate the water district for the loss of future
customers and allow the city to meet its growth needs. The
city may be able to afford to pay the water district a one
time fee per customer and/or a percentage of the revenues.
And it may make sense for the water district to consider
taking such a payment, when it will not have to put any
pipes in the ground or invest a dime in maintaining them.
Payment under a joint service agreement may be the easiest
money a water district makes. Cities also have to
understand that when a water district loses potential or
existing customers, the remaining customers continue to
shoulder the direct burden of the water district’s expenses.
There is NO other source of revenue except user fees.

Is there a federal loan or
federally guaranteed loan?
The reality is that the existence of a federal loan (or
federally guaranteed loan) may be the reason the parties are
even talking at all. If that is what it takes to get them to the
table, then that is a good thing. But a joint service
agreement should be written with the goal of outliving a
federal loan and arriving at a solution that does not
encourage a water district to seek out new federal loans for
the sole purpose of seeking the protection of the courts.
And the “tests” set out for a 1926(b) case are not
necessarily a good place to start in negotiations. The parties

should acknowledge that while they need approval from
USDA for a joint service agreement if there is a federal
loan, they should not try to follow 1926(b) case law when
they draft that agreement. The concepts in 1926(b) cases are
too narrow and are set up from an adversarial perspective.
1926(b) law also is not geared to a community-wide
solution but focuses only on water service. The parties
should explore the additional factors discussed above and
look at look at a federal loan as debt on the books, not an
obstacle to a compromise.
In summary, if the parties can appreciate each other’s
responsibilities and approach the problem from a
community-wide basis, then there are many creative
solutions that can be designed. A joint service agreement
can be used to address community-wide infrastructure
issues as well as regulatory concerns. The most important
thing to remember is that a joint service agreement can
allow a city to continue to grow and a water district to
generate water revenue and that those two goals are not
mutually exclusive.
Elizabeth Dietzmann is a lawyer who has provided
services to many cities and rural water districts
with service agreements and has presented workshops and seminars on the topic across the U.S.
Contact: edietzmann@earthlink.net
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